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Abstract
In this paper we will present a framework for using logic programming (in particular, Prolog) for specifying model transformations in the context of UML. Our approach describes how the UML metamodel can be represented in Prolog, and how model transformations can be expressed by means of Prolog rules. It uses rules for specifying queries in source models and rules for expressing how to build the target model. Therefore we can distinguish between a model query language and a transformation language. Our approach will be applied to a well-known example of model transformation in which an UML class diagram for a database can be transformed into an UML diagram representing a relational database.
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1 Introduction

Model transformation is a key tool of the Model-driven development process. According to the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) initiative of the Object Management Group (OMG), model transformation provides developers with tools for transforming their models. A simple definition of a model transformation tool is that it is able to mutate one model into another. We can take as an example of model transformation the code generation from a visual model for representing the architecture of a software system. For instance, most of UML (Unified Modeling Language) software development tools are able to generate code from UML class diagrams. In such a model transformation tool, the source model is the class diagram and the target model is code in a certain programming language. However, model transformation is a more general technique of transformation of models. In fact, usually Model-to-model (M2M) and Model-to-Code (M2C) transformations are considered.
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In this context, model transformation needs formal techniques for specifying the transformation. In particular, in most of cases transformations can be expressed by means of some kind of rules. The rules have to express how any given model can be transformed into another one. Let us now focus our attention in UML, which can be considered the standard of model specification. In the context of UML there are recent proposals of languages whose aim is the specification of transformations of UML models. In order to describe transformations such languages have to move to the UML metamodel [16] in which UML itself is defined by means of UML. By expressing transformations of the UML metamodel, any UML model can be transformed into another UML model.

The languages for transforming models range from imperative to declarative ones, but also there are hybrid proposals. Basically, any transformation language has to be able to traverse a model, has to define a certain set of rules, and has to create a new model. In other words, a transformation language should be equipped with a model query language, a rule-based language, and a model updating/creation language. The imperative part is usually responsible of the creation of the target model. The declarative part specifies how to query the source model and how to match the source model into the target model. Finally, some kind of mechanism for rule application (i.e. matching, rule ordering and chaining) is assumed, enabling the generation of new models.

In the context of the MOF (Meta Object Facility) metamodeling architecture, the QVT (Query-View-Transformation) language [16] has been proposed as standard for model transformation. QVT is a hybrid proposal involving a graphical syntax together with an imperative syntax, and the help of OCL (Object Constraint Language). However, there are some other proposals of transformation languages. For instance, the language ATL (ATLAS transformation language) [10] provides declarative and imperative constructs. The declarative part of ATL is based on rules. Such rules consist of a source pattern matched over source models and of a target pattern that creates target models for each match. Tefkat [13,12] is a declarative language whose syntax and execution resemble Prolog (without function symbols), but allowing the user to assert new elements to the target model. There are also graph transformation languages. This is the case of VIATRA2 [5], GREAT [1] and AGG [19], among others. Graph transformation languages describe transformations by rewriting graphs. Usually, these languages consist in rules whose match with a graph provides a transformation on the graph, in particular, deleting and adding new elements to the graph. RubyTL [18] is an object-oriented language with hybrid nature. It provides declarative and imperative constructs to define transformations. The rules of RubyTL can express mappings from source models into target models in which a filter can be added to select certain elements of the source model. The MT model transformation language [21] is also a case of hybrid language in which declarative patterns are combined with imperative code.

In this paper we will present a framework for using logic programming (in particular, Prolog) for specifying model transformations in the context of UML. Our approach describes how the UML metamodel can be represented in Prolog, and how model transformations can be expressed by means of Prolog rules. It uses rules for specifying queries in source models and rules for expressing how to build the
target model. Therefore we can distinguish between a \textit{model query language} and a \textit{transformation language}. Our approach will be applied to a well-known example of model transformation in which an UML class diagram for a database can be transformed into an UML diagram representing a relational database.

The motivation of our approach is the use of a well-known programming language for expressing model transformations. A Prolog programmer will be able to write his/her own transformations. He/she only needs to know how Prolog stores the UML metamodel and he/she can run transformations with the support of a Prolog tool. With respect to how to integrate UML with a Prolog tool, UML models can be exported in most of UML tools in the so-called \textit{XMI (XML Metadata Interchange)} \cite{16} a dialect of \textit{XML}. Therefore a Prolog tool should be able to import XMI, more concretely XML (most of Prolog tools have a XML library), and it should be able to export XML (and therefore XMI). When importing a XMI document, a Prolog program can generate a Prolog representation of the UML model to be transformed. The Prolog rules representing the model transformation will generate the Prolog representation of a new UML model, which is exported to a XMI document to be loaded from an UML tool. Therefore the \textit{loading} and \textit{creation/update} of models can be considered as separate tasks, in which a separate Prolog program is responsible for loading of XMI documents and the generation of facts, and another Prolog program is responsible of the execution of the Prolog rules and generation of new facts for creating/updating a XMI document.

Our approach contributes to the framework of model transformation with declarative languages. Declarative languages have been already used in this context in some works. One of the most relevant is \cite{9}, which describes the attempts to use several technologies for model transformation including logic programming. In particular, they use as examples the \textit{Mercury} and \textit{F-Logic} logic languages. The language \textit{Tefkat} \cite{13,12} is a declarative language whose syntax resembles a logic language with some differences (for instance, it uses \textit{forall} construct for traversing models). The work of \cite{22} is also a contribution to the research line by using \textit{inductive logic programming} for deriving rules for model transformation.

Some declarative languages have been also used in the context of UML. The language \textit{Maude} \cite{6} has been used in several works for UML model and metamodel representation. This is the case of \cite{4} in which structural and behavioural diagrams are integrated by means of \textit{Maude}, and in \cite{17} in which UML models and metamodels are formalized.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the UML metamodel. Section 3 introduces the model transformation of UML models. Section 4 describes the approach of model transformation with logic programming. Finally, Section 5 concludes and presents future work.

## 2 UML Metamodel

The question now is how to describe model transformations. Fortunately, UML models, that is, instances of UML diagrams, can be mapped into instances of the so-called UML metamodel. The UML metamodel is a (UML) representation of
the UML elements. As an example, the UML metamodel in Figure 1 represents the elements of the UML class diagram of Figure 2. In such UML metamodel, the elements to be included in an UML class diagram are specified by means of an UML class diagram itself. For instance, a class can include a name and attributes, represented by the role ownedAttribute, which belongs to the class Property. A class can also include operations, represented by the role ownedOperation, which can have typed parameters and a type (the returned type from the operation). Finally, a class can be linked to extensions which are stereotypes. Stereotypes can represent particular cases of classes like interfaces, tables, etc. Some of the properties of a class can represent the membership of the class to an association (represented by the role memberEnd). The role navigableownedEnd specifies which of the classes involved in an association are navigable. Each property is described by means of the name, the type, whether it is composite or not (whose value is true for compositions), whether it is unique or not (for keys), and the lower and upper bound of the number of elements of the associations (‘0..*’, ‘1..*’, etc). Therefore, basically, the UML metamodel defines the required (the lower bound of the multiplicity is 1) and optional elements (the lower bound of the multiplicity is 0) of an UML class diagram.

Fig. 1. UML metamodel for the UML class diagram

Fig. 2. Example of UML class diagram
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For instance, the UML class diagram of the Figure 2 conforms to the UML metamodel in Figure 1, given that the elements included in such UML class diagram are classes (DB_Students, DB_Courses, Student and Course) including attributes (for instance, Student includes id_student, name and old) and there are three associations. The associations have the roles the_students, the_courses, register and is_registered which are properties of the corresponding classes in the UML metamodel. In the association between Student and Course there are two external keys (i.e. id_student and id_course) taken from DB_Students and DB_Courses containers. The association between DB_students and Student is a navigable composed association. The same can be said for the association between DB_courses and Course. Stereotypes have not been used in this UML class diagram, and the same can be said for operations.

Now, we will show how the UML class diagram of the Figure 2, can be represented by means of an UML object diagram which is an instance of the UML metamodel of the Figure 1. It can be seen in Figure 3. From top to bottom, we can see how by means of objects, the associations with roles the_students and the_courses, and the association with roles is_registered and register are represented as links to the corresponding classes. In the bottom of the Figure 3, each class Student and Course is linked to properties representing the associated attributes. Finally, the role navigableOwnedEnd specifies that the_courses, the_students and register are navigable.

3 Model Transformation

As an example of model transformation we will consider how an UML class diagram is transformed into a new UML class diagram. The source model (Model of type A) represents a description in UML of a database (Figure 2). The target model (Model of type B) is an UML representation of a relational (tables, rows and columns) database (Figure 4).
In the relational modeling of the example there are three tables. There are two tables called the_students and the_courses including each one three columns grouped into rows. The table of the_students includes for each student the associated attributes in Figure 2. The same can be said for the table the_courses. Moreover, there is an additional table called register with two columns which represents the pairs id_student, id_course for each element of the association of Figure 2. Given that the association between Student and Course is navigable from Student to Course, it is supposed that a table of pairs is generated from such association to represent the assignments of students to courses, using the role name of the association end, that is, register, for naming the cited table. Some of the columns play the role of (external) keys of tables which is represented by means of the role key in the associations of Figure 4. This is the case of id_student and id_course.

According to the UML metamodel of Figure 1, the UML model of Figure 4 can be represented as in Figure 5. Tables and columns can be represented by means of extensions of classes with the stereotype <<table>> and <<column>>. For this reason, the classes representing the tables the_students, the_courses and register are linked to extensions which are stereotyped as “table”. The same can be said for the classes representing the rows: Student and Course, and the columns: id_course, id_student, old, name, etc. The other elements, that is, line, key and col roles, and attributes “type” are represented as properties and associations.

4 Logic Programming for Model Transformation

The steps to be followed for using logic programming for model transformation are two. The first step consists in the use of Prolog facts for representing the UML metamodel and, in particular, how to instantiate the Prolog facts to represent an UML metamodel object diagram associated to an UML model. The second step consists in the use of Prolog rules for representing a model transformation.

4.1 Representing the UML metamodel in Logic Programming

We will represent the UML metamodel by means of Prolog facts. For instance, the UML metamodel of Figure 1 can be represented as follows:
class(Name,Id_class).
extension(Id_extension).
stereotype(Name,Id_stereotype).
property(Name,Type,IsComposite,IsUnique,Lower,Upper,Id_property).
association(Name,Id_association).
associationEnds(ownedAttribute,Id_class,Id_property).
associationEnds(extension,Id_class,Id_extension).
associationEnds(stereotype,Id_extension,Id_stereotype).
associationEnds(memberEnd,Id_association,Id_property).
associationEnds(navigableOwnedEnd,Id_association,Id_property).

...where each element of the metamodel is represented by means of a fact. In particular, each class is represented by means of a fact of the form class(Name,Id_class) where Name represents the attribute “name” of each class, and Id_class represents an identifier for each object of type class. This identifier has to be added to the Prolog representation in order to be able to distinguish each object of the type class. We will assume that the identifier in the case of classes is the name itself. Extensions, stereotypes, associations and properties are also represented by means of facts including the attributes as parameters of the predicates, adding also an identifier for each object. The associations in the metamodel: ownedAttribute, class, extension, etc, are also represented by means of facts called associationEnds in which the first parameter indicates the role of the association, and they have two additional parameters representing (the identifiers of) each pair of objects belonging to the association.

This UML metamodel representation can be instantiated by means of an
UML metamodel object diagram. For instance, the UML metamodel object diagram of Figure 3 can be represented by means of Prolog facts as follows:

```
class('DB_Students','DB_Students').
class('DB_Courses','DB_Courses').
class('Student','Student').
class('Course','Course').
```

The above facts represent each class of the model of Figure 2 by means of a fact. Properties and classes are identified by means of their names. Associations are identified by means of a composed name built from the identifiers of the associated classes. For instance, the association between \textit{DB_Students} and \textit{Student} is identified by means of \textit{DB_Students-Student}. Therefore, we have three (navigable) associations:

```
association('(','DB_Students-Student'). association('(','DB_Courses-Course').
association('(','Student-Course').
```

Now, attributes are represented by means of properties in the metamodel, therefore in Prolog they can be represented as follows:

```
property('id_student','String',false,true,'1','1','id_student').
property('name','String',false,false,'1','1','name').
property('old','Integer',false,false,'1','1','old').
```

where each attribute is identified by means of its name itself. Now, each attribute has to be associated to each class as follows:

```
associationEnds(ownedAttribute,'Student','id_student').
associationEnds(ownedAttribute,'Student','name').
associationEnds(ownedAttribute,'Student','old').
```

representing the association \textit{ownedAttribute} between classes and properties. In addition, the roles have to be represented in Prolog as follows:

```
property('',null,true,false,'1','1','Student-DB_Student').
property('the_students',null,false,false,'0','*','DB_Student-Student').
```

Each role is identified by means of the pairs of identifiers of the association ends. Now, each member of each association has to be annotated by means of a Prolog fact:

```
associationEnds(memberEnd,'DB_Students-Student','DB_Students-Student').
associationEnds(memberEnd,'DB_Students-Student','Student-DB_Student').
```

Finally, the navigability has to be also represented in Prolog as follows:

```
associationEnds(navigableownedEnd,'DB_Students-Student','DB_Students-Student').
```

4.2 Rules for Model Transformation

Now, we will show how to define Prolog rules for transforming the UML model of Figure 2 into the UML model of Figure 4. In particular, our transformation technique takes the facts representing the model of Figure 2, obtaining a set of facts representing the model of Figure 4. The transformation rules work on the representation of the UML metamodel by means of facts. In general, and as already mentioned, the rules can be classified into \textit{model query rules} and \textit{transformation rules}. The first kind queries the Prolog representation of the source model and defines new elements of the new diagram. The second kind translates the new elements to the same kind of representation of the source model, in order to obtain the target model.

4.2.1 Model Query Language

The model query rules define the new elements of the target model. For instance, in the running example, they can be defined as follows:
The first rule specifies the names and identifiers of the tables. Tables are navigable properties of the source model whose multiplicity is unbounded (in the example, the \textit{students}, the \textit{courses} and \textit{register}). The second rule specifies the name and identifier of each row, together with the identifier of the table to which it belongs. In the running example, the rows are \textit{Student} and \textit{Course}, the first belonging to \textit{the students}, and the second belonging to \textit{register} and \textit{the courses}. Finally, the third rule specifies the name and identifier of each column, together with the identifier of the row to which it belongs. In the running example, for instance, \textit{id} \textit{student} and \textit{old} belongs to the \textit{Student} row. Now, the attributes of the model of Figure 4 can be specified by means of the following rules:

\begin{verbatim}
attribute('type',Type,Id_class,Id_attribute):-property(_,Type,...,Id_attribute),
column(_,Id_class),associationEnds(ownedAttribute,Id_class,Id_attribute).
\end{verbatim}

The attributes of the model of Figure 4 have the form "type:Type" for each "Type" of an attribute of a column. Now, the associations of the model of Figure 4 can be specified as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
associationlink('line',Id_table,Id_row,'1','1','0','*'):-table(_,Id_table),
row(_,Id_table,Id_row).
associationlink('key',Id_row,Id_column,'1','1','1',1):-column(_,Id_row,Id_column),
property(_,...,true,'1','1',Id_column).
associationlink('col',Id_row,Id_column,'1','1','1',1):-column(_,Id_row,Id_column),
property(_,...,false,'1','1',Id_column).
\end{verbatim}

The association roles are \textit{line}, \textit{key} and \textit{col}. The first association represents the link between tables and rows. The second association represents the link between the row and the column in the case of keys (i.e. \textit{isUnique} is equal to true). Finally, the third association represents the link between the row and the column in the case of non keys.

\subsection*{4.2.2 Transformation Language}

The second kind of rules, the transformation rules, translate the new elements, defined by means of the model query language into the same kind of representation as the source model.

The new classes (facts called \textit{class2}) can be obtained from tables, rows and columns. In addition, a new stereotype is added to each class which is an extension to the class according to the UML metamodel. Extensions are identified by means of the name of the table (i.e. the name of the class)\footnote{In the running example, each class has at least one extension.}. Stereotypes are identified by means of the name of the stereotype. New associations between the classes and the extensions, and between the extensions and the stereotypes are added:

\begin{verbatim}
class2(Name,Id_table):-table(Name,Id_table).
stereotype2('table').
associationEnds2(association,Id_table,Id_table):-table(_,Id_table).
\end{verbatim}

Now, new properties are added, including attribute and association roles as follows:
property2(Name,Type,false,false,'1','1',Id_attribute):-attribute(Name,Type,_,Id_attribute).
property2(Name,null,false,false,Lower2,Upper2,Id_association):-
associationlink(Name,_,Id_link1,Id_link2,_,Lower2,Upper2),
atom_concat(Id_link2,'-',Aux),atom_concat(Aux,Id_link1,Id_association).

Rules for linking attributes to classes, and rules for specifying associations can be defined as follows:
associationEnds2(ownedAttribute,Id_class,Id_attribute):-attribute(_,Id_class,Id_attribute).
association2(Id_association):- associationlink(_,Id_link1,Id_link2,_,_,_),
atom_concat(Id_link1,'-',Aux),atom_concat(Aux,Id_link2,Id_association).

Associations are identified by concatenating the name of the associated classes. Finally, membership to associations and navigability (in the running example all associations are navigable) can be specified as follows:
associationEnds2(memberEnd,Id_association,Id_link):-associationlink(_,_,Id_link1,Id_link2,_,_),atom_concat(Id_link1,'-',Aux),atom_concat(Aux,Id_link2,Id_association).
associationEnds2(navigableOwnedEnd,Id_association,Id_link):-
associationEnds2(memberEnd,Id_association,Id_link).

4.2.3 Loading and Creation/Update of Models
In order to use the previous rules for obtaining new facts representing the object diagram of the Figure 5, a Prolog interpreter can be used. However, the interpreter has to be modified as follows. Prolog can be used for computing new facts from a set of rules by implementing a bottom-up interpreter (see for instance [7]).

Alternatively, each predicate of the metamodel (class, stereotype, property, etc) can be called as goal (with variables) and each computed answer represents a fact.

In the running example, we would obtain the following set of facts, among others, for the case of the first table:
class2('the students','the students').
class2('Student','Student').
extension2('the students').
extension2('Student').
stereotype2('table','table').
stereotype2('row','row').
associationEnds2(stereotype,'the students','table').
associationEnds2(extension,'the students','the students').
associations2('the students-Student').

5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have studied how to use logic programming for model transformation in the context of UML. We have described how to apply our proposed technique to transform an UML class diagram representing a database into an UML representation of a relational database. We will study several extensions of our work in the future. Firstly, we are interested in the implementation of the proposed technique: loading of XMI documents into facts, execution of rules for generating new facts, exporting of new facts into XMI documents. In addition, we will study how to use logic programming for model transformation of other kinds of UML diagrams. In particular, we are interested in the use of our approach for generating user interfaces from use case and state diagrams. We have provided the basis for such model transformation.

---

6 The predicate `assert` available in most Prolog implementations can be used for automating the process.
in previous works [3,2]. Finally, we believe that the integration of UML models and logic programming can lead to the development of a logic based tool for verification and validation of UML models and transformations.
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